Stepwise molecular display utilizing icosahedral and helical complexes of phage coat and decoration proteins in the development of robust nanoscale display vehicles
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\begin{abstract}
A stepwise addition protocol was developed to display cargo using bacteriophage P22 capsids and the phage decoration (Dec) protein. Three-dimensional image reconstructions of frozen-hydrated samples of P22 particles with nanogold-labeled Dec bound to them revealed the locations of the N- and C-termini of Dec. Each terminus is readily accessible for molecular display through affinity tags such as nickel-nitritolriacetic acid, providing a total of 240 cargo-binding sites. Dec was shown by circular dichroism to be a \(\beta\)-sheet rich protein, and fluorescence anisotropy binding experiments demonstrated that Dec binds to P22 heads with high (\(\sim 110\) \(\text{nm}\)) affinity. Dec also binds to P22 nanotubes, which are helically symmetric assemblies that form when the P22 coat protein contains the F170A amino acid substitution. Several classes of tubes with Dec bound to them were visualized by cryo-electron microscopy and their three-dimensional structures were determined by helical reconstruction methods. In all instances, Dec trimers bound to P22 capsids and nanotubes at positions where three neighboring capsomers (oligomers of six coat protein subunits) lie in close proximity to one another. Stable interactions between Dec and P22 allow for the development of robust, nanoscale size, display vehicles.
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}

“Biomimetics”, or designing materials based on biology has emerged as a means to develop a wide array of substrates for use in nanotechnology [1]. In this vein, metals have been used to either bind to and change the surface properties of pre-assembled proteinaceous structures [2], or to direct assembly of protein subunits into complex proteins arrays [3]. Metalization of protein platforms, including viral structures, has been used to produce particles with photonic, optical, and magnetic properties [1,4]. The highly symmetric capsids of icosahedral viruses make them attractive candidates for molecular display and hence have the potential to aid in the development of new vaccines or nanoscale, cargo delivery vehicles [5–7]. Other methods of molecular display that incorporate a wide range of substrates such as carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, protein cages, and nanoparticles have limitations that diminish their efficacy as nanoplatforms. These include toxicity of the vector to the host, unpredictable loading of cargo from one display vehicle to the next, sterics hindrance of the cargo with the display vehicle, and aggregation of chimeric molecules [8,9]. The size and shape of the nanoparticle can also limit its effectiveness. For example, rod-shaped or helical structures can provide a much larger surface area for modification than an icosahedral structure with a finite number of binding sites [10]. Here we describe the use of a bacteriophage coat (or major capsid) protein that can be modified with cargo when selectively
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assembled in either of two forms: 1) virus-like particles with icosahedral symmetry and devoid of genome, or 2) rod-shaped “nanotubes” comprised of a helical assembly of the coat protein. This has enabled us to develop a stepwise addition protocol and a highly versatile system with distinct advantages over traditional molecular display methods.

The typical molecular display protocol involves the creation of a protein chimera or fusion, either of which may not fold properly [11]. Hence, a stepwise addition of native proteins that bind with high affinity to partners increases the likelihood that the displayed cargo will retain its physiologically relevant activity. Our protocol exploits the redundancy inherent in the highly symmetric capsids of bacteriophages and further expands this redundancy by adding a trimeric, decoration protein complex (“Dec”) that generates a vehicle with several hundred binding sites for cargo. This approach maximizes template efficiency. Ni-binding chemistry is used to load the cargo, which eliminates the need to create new fusion peptides or chimeras. This in turn provides a generalized template and a robust, high-throughput system.

Viruses that infect bacteria (bacteriophage or phage) are nonpathogenic to humans and can be safely manipulated in a laboratory environment. P22 (family Podoviridae) was chosen for this study because it is a model phage system [12,13] and its capsid is stable and easy to purify in significant quantities, and because Dec binds selectively to the surface of mature capsids [14,15]. The P22 virion is a complex, asymmetric structure: it has an icosahedral capsid comprised of 415 molecules of the coat protein, gp5 (‘gp5 = gene product 5’), a 43.5 kbp dsDNA genome, 3–20 molecules each of three “ejection” proteins (gp7, gp16, gp20), a dodecameric “portal” protein (gp1), and a multi-component, tail machine (12, 18, 6, and 3 copies of gp4, gp9, gp10, and gp26, respectively) [12]. To reduce the complexity of the P22 molecular display vehicle, we used in vitro expanded heads (ExH), which are highly stable particles produced by treating P22 precursor capsids (procapsids) with heat and a chemical denaturant. The ExH particle is an empty protein shell comprised solely of coat protein that is arranged as 60 hexameric capsomers (“hexons”), but lacks pentamer capsomers (coat protein “pentons”), as well as the portal protein complex, at the vertices [16,17]. The burst size of P22 in Salmonella typhimurium (~600–1500 phage per cell [18,19]) is higher than that for typical phages such as T4 (~150 per Escherichia coli [20]) or φ29 (~570 per Bacillus subtilis [21]). ExH are easily purified in large quantity (~0.5 g total protein per 18 L of cells [22]). In addition, P22 yields are significantly larger than can be obtained typically with eukaryotic viruses. Previously, icosahedral structures have only shown limited effectiveness as molecular display tools, as sites targeted for modification are often non-discriminatory based on virion symmetry, meaning that all sites in an asymmetric unit are occupied [23]. For example, the phage λ gpD decoration protein, binds the capsid at all three-fold symmetry axes, for a total of 140 binding sites. Alternatively, Dec is known to interact with mature capsids at all three-fold symmetry axes, for a total of 140 binding sites. This led to a proposal that Dec binds the capsid at all three-fold symmetry axes, for a total of 140 binding sites. Alternatively, Dec is known to interact with mature capsids for the two sites, as reported here. In addition, P22 virus-like particles have been used as nano-containers to encapsidate fluorescent proteins [24] and iron oxide [25]. In this study, we engineered Dec for conjugation with cargo through the use of both polyhistidine tags and reactive sulfhydryl chemistry (by the incorporation of a cysteine) to enable the exterior surface of ExH particles to be labeled and hence improve the versatility of these particles.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Purification of P22 ExH and Dec

Procapsid samples comprised of wild-type coat protein were isolated and purified from P22 infected Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium cells as previously described [22]. These were treated with 0.5 M GuHCl to produce shells at a concentration of 1 mg/mL [26], then induced to form expanded, penton-less particles (ExH) by heat treatment at 71 °C for 15 min [16]. ExH were concentrated to 20 mg/mL using a YM-30 Centricon (MILLIPORE), spun at 12 k × g at 4 °C and further purified by SEC using Sephacryl S1000 matrix (GE HEALTHCARE) in the presence of 7 M urea. Dialysis until equilibrium was performed against 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.6 at 4 °C and purified ExH sample was concentrated to ~10 mg/mL. Design of Dec expression constructs [14] and purification by affinity tag chromatography [15] were previously described.

2.2. Dec binding and gold bead conjugation to ExH

The buffer used for the following experiments was at pH 7.8 and included 10 mM Tris–HCl and 125 mM NaCl. ExH (1 mg/mL or 0.06 μg particles) were mixed with Dec at 6 mg/mL (142 μM trimer) for 60 min at room temperature (~20 °C). ExH–Dec complexes were separated from free Dec by SEC using Sephacryl S1000 matrix (GE HEALTHCARE) and concentrated to ~8 mg/mL using a YM100 centrigon. Gold conjugation was performed by adding 4 μg excess Ni-NTA nanogold (NANOPROBES) to ExH–Dec complexes and incubating them overnight at ~4 °C. Unbound gold was separated from gold-labeled ExH by SEC using Sephadex G25 matrix (GE HEALTHCARE). Labeled ExH–Dec-nanogold complexes were concentrated to ~8 mg/mL prior to vitrification.

2.3. Preparation and purification of Dec bound F170A polyheads

F170A polyheads were co-purified with procapsids as described [27]. Dec was added to F170A polyheads (~1 mg/mL and ~4 mg/mL final concentrations, respectively) and incubated at room temperature for 60 min.

2.4. Cryo-electron microscopy

Small (3.5 μL) aliquots of ExH complexes (ExH, ExH-Dechis, ExH-Dechis-Au or ExH-DecHis-Au at ~8 mg/mL) or F170A polyheads (~35 mg/mL) were vitrified and examined using standard procedures [28]. Briefly, this involved applying samples to Quantifoil holey grids that had been glow-discharged for ~5 s in an Emitech K150 evacuation unit. Grids were then blotted with Whatman filter paper for ~5 s, plunged into liquid ethane, and transferred into a precooled, FEI Polara, multi-specimen holder, which maintained the specimen at liquid nitrogen temperature. Micrographs were recorded on Kodak SO-163 electron-image film at 200 keV in an FEI Polara microscope under minimal-dose conditions (~15 e/Å²) at a nominal magnification of 39,000. The range of objective lens defocus settings used to record each data set is listed in Table 1.

2.5. Three-dimensional image reconstructions of icosahedral particles

Micrographs exhibiting minimal astigmatism and specimen drift were selected for further processing and digitized at 6.35 μm intervals (representing 162 Å pixels at the specimen) on a Nikon Supercool 8000 scanner. The program RobEM (http://cryoEM.ucsd.edu/programs/strm.html) was used to estimate micrograph defocus and astigmatism, extract individual particle images, and preprocess the images. For each specimen, 150 particle images were used as input to the random-model computation procedure to generate an initial 3D density map at ~25 Å resolution [29]. Each map was then used to initiate determination and refinement of particle orientations and origins for the complete set of images using the current version of AUTO3D (v4.01.07) [30]. Phases and amplitudes of the particle structure factor data were calculated using the program CONTRAST-transfer
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle type</th>
<th># Boxed particles</th>
<th>Defocus range (μm)</th>
<th>Resolution1 Å</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ExH</td>
<td>3308</td>
<td>0.63–3.16</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExH-DecHis</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>0.81–3.90</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExH-DecHis-Au</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>0.10–4.01</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExH-DecHis-Au</td>
<td>1255</td>
<td>0.11–2.48</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These data were previously reported in Parent et al. 2010 [17].

b These particles were saturated with C-term Dec to occupy all quasi- and strict three-fold sites.

Resolution estimate based on Fourier Shell Correlation 0.5 threshold criterion [32].
function as described [31]. The Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC$_{0.5}$) criterion was used to estimate the resolutions of all 3D reconstructions (Table 1) [32]. Graphical representations were generated with the RobEM (http://cryoEM.ucsd.edu/programs.shtml) and Chimera [33] visualization software packages.

2.6. Particle boxing, preprocessing, and polyhead reconstructions using IHRSR

The helixboxer routine in EMAN [34] was used to extract individual polyhead images from digitized film data that displayed minimum astigmatism and specimen drift. Each polyhead image, which was 400 pixels wide and ranged in length from 400 to 8192 pixels, was embedded in a square box of 8192 pixels with the background value of the box set equal to the average pixel density along the original border of the boxed image. The padded images were Fourier transformed using SPIDER [35], and the computed diffraction pattern of each polyhead enabled us to assess polyhead quality and remove particles that were not suitable for the final reconstruction as described previously [36]. Each polyhead image was cut into several overlapping segments and these were further classified on the basis of the polyhead diameter at as described [36].

Before each polyhead reconstruction was computed, all included image segments were adjusted to correct for the phase reversals caused by the microscope contrast-transfer function. Reconstructions were computed using IHRSR++ (version 1.4) [14] [36], which is an enhanced version of IHHRS [37]. For each data set, several different C$_n$ symmetries were applied (Table 2), but in each instance only one yielded a readily interpretable map with recognizable hexons.

2.7. Circular dichroism

The secondary structure and stability of the N-his and C-his tagged Dec proteins were analyzed by circular dichroism. Protein concentrations were 0.45 mg/mL after dilution of the concentrated proteins into H$_2$O. Spectra were obtained from 255 to 195 nm with a 1 nm stepsize, bandpass set to 1 nm, and 20 s averaging per point at 20 °C in a 1 mm path length cuvette. Melting curves were obtained for each protein diluted to 0.25 mg/mL in H$_2$O in a 2 mm path length cuvette. The temperature was ramped at a rate of 0.3 °C/min from 20 to 80 °C and data collected at 218 nm every 0.5 °C with a sampling time of 15 s. The melting temperature is estimated as the midpoint of the melting transition. These data were not fit to any folding model.

2.8. Fluorescence anisotropy

Plasmid-encoded N-his tagged Dec was first engineered to have an S90C substitution using site-directed mutagenesis with the forward (CTTCTGATCGG GTTGAATGACTTTAGT) and reverse (GAACCGCATGCAAGGTGATCGT) primers to alter the 90th codon from ACC to TGC. The his-tagged S90C variant was purified as described [15] but with a Talon column (ClonTech). The purified S90C protein was labeled with a 20-fold molar excess of Texas Red maleimide (InVitrogen) after incubation with 2 mM TCEP (Pierce) in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.6, 100 mM NaCl. After further incubation at room temperature for 2 h, the non-reacted label was sequentially through three 2-mL Zeba Spin desalting columns (Pierce). The extent of labeling was determined by 1% native agarose gel electrophoresis in Tris acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer (Maniatis). The fluorescence of the Dec protein in the gel was visualized using a BioRad gel documentation system with a UV transilluminator.

The binding affinity of the Texas Red labeled N-his tagged Dec S90C to ExH was determined by fluorescence anisotropy in an SLM Amino-Bowman 2 with an automatic polarizer accessory. The excitation was set to 585 nm and the emission to 620 nm. The bandpasses were set to 4 nm. The labeled Dec was diluted into a 1 cm fluorescence cuvette to 0.3 μm in 20 mM phosphate, pH 7.6, and 100 mM NaCl. Aliquots of ExH were added sequentially. The fluorescence anisotropy was read after 15 min incubation with stirring at 20 °C. Each anisotropy measurement was the average of ten separate, 8-s readings. Each measurement was repeated 5–6 times and averaged. The C-factor was automatically calculated one time per measurement. The dissociation constant was obtained by fitting the data to the standard equation for binding data:

$$[L] = R_l / K_d + [L]$$

where $L$ is the free ligand expressed in sites (ExH–10 high affinity sites), LR is the bound ligand and $R_l$ is the concentration of labeled Dec. The data were fit with the program Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software). The Kd was determined for each assay, which was done in triplicate, and the average Kd and standard deviation determined.

3. Results

3.1. Locations of the N- and C-termini of Dec

Dec with a hexa-histidine tag at either the N- or C-terminus binds to intact P22 virions [14] and similarly, both bind to ExH. We used size exclusion chromatography to purify ExH–Dec complexes from unbound Dec (Fig. 1) and vitrified and imaged these samples using low-dose, cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) methods [28]. Image reconstruction methods were then used to compute three-dimensional density maps of the bound complexes. A cryo-reconstruction of ExH with no Dec bound (EMDB ID 5150) [17] was used to calculate an ExH–Dec minus ExH difference map to identify density features corresponding to Dec (data not shown). Both forms of tagged Dec (hexa-histidine at N- and C-termini) bound to ExH at the same sites, and in the same locations as previously reported for native Dec to authentic virions [15]. This thus demonstrates that the terminal affinity tags do not disrupt Dec binding to capsids. The Dec trimers bound to all 80 potential sites, with 60 at high affinity (quasi-three-fold between hexons) and the other 20 at lower affinity (strict icosahedral three-fold; see below). Hence, each ExH particle provides 240 binding sites for cargo.

We next determined if the N- and C-terminal hexa-histidine tags could serve as useful sites on Dec to load cargo. Nickel nitriloacetic acid (Ni-NTA) nanogold beads (NANOPROBES) are known to bind efficiently to hexa-histidine tags [38] with little if any nonspecific binding [39] and these beads were easily recognized in our cryoEM images of purified, vitrified specimens of ExH-Dec nanogold complexes (Fig. 2A). Icosahedrally-averaged cryo-reconstructions computed from images of ExH-Dec$^{\text{N-his}}$ and ExH-Dec$^{\text{C-his}}$ along with difference map analysis [17,40], enabled us to locate the bound gold beads, and therefore the N- and C-termini of Dec. This showed that the termini are separated by at least ~39 Å (Fig. 2B–D). The C-terminus is located at the tip of the “head” of Dec and the gold beads extend as much as ~95 Å away from the surface of the ExH shell (Fig. 2B,C). This exposed position on Dec favors stoichiometric binding of cargo because steric hindrance effects should be significantly reduced. The N-terminus of Dec occurs at the base of the “leg”, and though it lies close to the ExH shell, the nanogold beads bound efficiently, which indicates that other small cargo could bind with minimal steric interference (Fig. 2C,D). Gold labeling of each histidine-tagged terminus revealed the location of two distinct binding sites and thus, two spatially distinct locations for the Dec protein termini, and potentially two different locations for bound cargo. In contrast, the N- and C-termini of phage λ gpD are in close proximity to one another [41], where a loaded cargo molecule would likely be in a similar location when attached to either termini.

The cryo-reconstruction of the ExH-DeCC$_{\text{his}}$-nanogold particle showed little or no density connecting the nanogold cluster to Dec and the overall size of the density ascribed to each nanogold cluster was spread over a volume much larger than expected for a head of 18 Å diameter. These observations indicate that the his tags are flexible and the nanogold beads can adopt a variety of different positions relative to Dec. Ni-NTA nanogold has much more inherent flexibility in its binding compared to mono-maleimido nanogold, which has been used to locate specific cysteine residues [17]. Since each Dec has a hexa-histidine tag, it is theoretically possible for up to three Ni-NTA moieties to bind to each Dec monomer. However, given the size of the nanogold bead, steric hindrance likely limits the binding to one nanogold to each hexa-histidine tag. Also, nanogold binding was only observed at positions midway between neighboring Dec trimers (Fig. 2B–D). This could be explained by either of two possibilities: 1) nanogold binds to all Dec monomers
but only in a consistent manner where two tags are in close apposition and constrain the beads to lie within a relatively small volume so the image averaging procedures, which impose icosahedral symmetry, enhance rather than smear out the gold signal, or 2) nanogold only binds when two, closely-juxtaposed tags are present. We believe the first possibility is more likely given that nanogold has been shown to bind to P22 coat proteins at non-neighboring polyhistidine tags [42]. The precise location of bound entities, specifically designed for molecular display, has not always been possible to identify [10]. Therefore, our results with the ExH–Dec complexes are notable in that the cargo and its positions were clearly observed.

Consistent with previous reports concerning Dec interactions with native P22 virions [15], Dec bound the icosahedral capsid shell of ExH at quasi-three-fold axes of symmetry (between hexons), but not at true three-fold symmetry axes (Fig. 2B). However, in samples in which an approximately 30 M excess of Dec was present, a cryo-reconstruction of the ExH–Dec complex showed density corresponding to Dec trimers at both strict and quasi-three-fold symmetry positions (Fig. 2E). Alternatively, when free Dec was separated from bound complexes using gel filtration chromatography, density corresponding to Dec was not observed at the strict three-fold symmetry axes (Fig. 2B). These data suggest that Dec binds to ExH with two different affinities, which may span several orders of magnitude. Perhaps, this discrimination can be exploited in the future to include multiple types of cargo on the P22 surface through thermodynamic control.

3.2. Dec is a β-sheet rich protein with moderate stability

If Dec is to be embraced as a viable cargo carrier, more detailed biophysical characterization of the protein is required. We recorded circular dichroism spectra from N- and C-tagged Dec samples that show Dec is a β-sheet rich protein, which is consistent with its predicted secondary structure based on amino acid sequence (Fig. 3A,B). Previous studies have shown that the phage decoration proteins, gpD of λ and hoc of RB49, a T4-like phage, are also β-rich proteins [41,43]. However, these proteins bear no recognizable sequence similarity to Dec. Since “cement” proteins like Dec can add considerable stability to the phage and virions to which they are bound [14,44], we hypothesized that Dec itself might be a very stable complex as was demonstrated for the SHP decoration protein of phage 21 [45]. Also, unlike λ gpD, which remains monomeric until it forms trimers upon binding to the λ phage head [46], Dec
and SHP are trimers in solution [14,45]. In contrast to the very stable SHP protein trimers (which require heating for more than 20 min at 95 °C to unfold), Dec trimers have melting temperatures ($T_m$) of ~57.5 and ~59.0 °C for the N-his and the C-his tagged proteins, respectively, indicative of a protein with only moderate stability (Fig. 3C). In addition, the tagged Dec trimers were found to be highly soluble, with protein concentrations greater than 60 mg/mL easily attained (data not shown). Although the $T_m$ values for Dec exceed physiologically relevant temperatures (typically ~37 °C for enteric bacteriophage) and therefore Dec most likely remains trimeric and completely and correctly folded in vivo, this is not an exceedingly high $T_m$ for a stabilizing protein [45]. Because Dec adds considerable stability to native phage [14], the contacts that Dec trimers form with the capsid surface must contribute to this increased stability. Interactions with the capsid may also induce changes in Dec conformation and these could contribute as well to overall virion stability. The stability gained by binding to capsids makes Dec a suitable molecule for cargo display.

### 3.3. Dec binds to capsids with nanomolar affinity

Size exclusion chromatography of bound and free Dec protein followed by SDS-PAGE suggested that the $K_d$ of the ExH–Dec complex was below the sensitivity of such experiments (<100 nM, data not shown). Therefore, we used fluorescence anisotropy, which is capable of measuring dissociation constants as low as $1 \times 10^{-11}$ M [47], to determine the affinity of Dec trimers for ExH. To observe an anisotropy signal from Dec, we conjugated it with Texas
Red maleimide (Molecular Probes), which fluoresces strongly at 530 nm with a reasonably long lifetime (4 ns). Therefore, the change in the rate of rotation of Dec upon binding to ExH was easily detectable. Native Dec has no cysteines to conjugate with this fluorescent probe. Hence, we introduced a cysteine at position 90 (S90C; "DecS90C") using a QuikChange protocol starting with the N-his-tagged Dec construct[14]. The engineered cysteine at position 90 did not disrupt Dec folding or function, as the purified S90C Dec was soluble, behaved similarly to native Dec, and bound to ExH (Fig. 4A). In this native agarose gel, ExH were mixed with increasing concentrations of the Texas Red labeled, N-his-tagged S90C Dec (TxR N-his Dec) at increasing μM concentrations, as indicated in the second line of the caption to the gel, at increasing concentrations, as indicated, or with unlabeled, N-his-tagged Dec. Samples were run on a native agarose gel and visualized by Coomassie blue staining (top) or by fluorescence (excited with a transilluminator at 280 nm) (bottom). A representative fluorescence anisotropy assay of the binding of Texas Red labeled, N-his S90C Dec (at a concentration of 0.3 μM), was monitored during a titration with ExH. The abscissa axis gives the μM concentration of ExH multiplied by 60.

Fig. 4. High affinity binding of Dec trimers to ExH. A. ExH at 0.027 μM (equivalent to 1.6 μM Dec binding locations, considering only the 60 high affinity sites at quasi-three-fold symmetry axes) were mixed with Texas Red labeled, N-his-tagged, S90C Dec (TxR N-his Dec) at increasing μM concentrations, as indicated, or with unlabeled, N-his-tagged Dec. Samples were run on a native agarose gel and visualized by Coomassie blue staining (top) or by fluorescence (excited with a transilluminator at 280 nm) (bottom). B. A representative fluorescence anisotropy assay of the binding of Texas Red labeled, N-his S90C Dec (at a concentration of 0.3 μM), was monitored during a titration with ExH. The abscissa axis gives the μM concentration of ExH multiplied by 60.

Red maleimide (Molecular Probes), which fluoresces strongly at 530 nm with a reasonably long lifetime (~4 ns). Therefore, the change in the rate of rotation of Dec upon binding to ExH was easily detectable. Native Dec has no cysteines to conjugate with this fluorescent probe. Hence, we introduced a cysteine at position 90 (S90C; "DecS90C") using a QuikChange protocol starting with the N-his-tagged Dec construct[14]. The engineered cysteine at position 90 did not disrupt Dec folding or function, as the purified S90C Dec was soluble, behaved similarly to native Dec, and bound to ExH (Fig. 4A). In this native agarose gel, ExH were mixed with increasing concentrations of the Texas Red labeled N-his Dec (TxR N-his Dec) or unlabeled N-his Dec. The fluorescence of the TxR N-his Dec was visualized (Fig. 4A lower gel) and then the gel was stained with Coomassie blue (Fig. 4A upper gel). Fluorescence produced by the TxR N-his Dec was observed to migrate with the ExH band only

Fig. 3. Dec is a β-rich protein. A. Secondary structure of Dec predicted by PsiPred[61] shows high β content. Other programs like SABLE[62] gave similar results. Individual β-strands are depicted by blue arrows, and the lone helix is represented by a red cylinder. The asterisk identifies S90, which was engineered to cysteine for anisotropy experiments. B. Circular dichroism spectra of the N- and C-terminal, hexa-histidine-tagged Dec protein. C. Circular dichroism spectra at 218 nm monitored during a thermal melting experiment in which the sample was raised from 30 to 70 °C at a rate of 0.3 °C/min. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
when ExH were added to the reaction, but migrated more slowly on the gel in the absence of ExH, consistent with the location of the band corresponding to N-his Dec in the gel stained with Coomassie blue. These data showed that a third site in Dec is readily available for chemical modification (i.e. both the N- and C-termini as well as the cysteine at position 90 can bind cargo). The labeled Dec trimer was titrated with ExH and the binding affinity (of the high affinity sites, located at the quasi-three-fold symmetry axes) was determined to be 110 ±/− 70 nM (Fig. 4B). Since P22 and phage L coat proteins differ by only four, rather conservative amino acid substitutions [14], the binding affinity of Dec in phage L capsids is likely very similar to that of P22 expanded heads. The affinity of Dec for P22 ExH is similar to that determined for the Hoc protein of phage T4 [48]. We did not determine the affinity of the DecC-his protein for ExH, but we expect similar, if not tighter, binding since the tag lies farther from the ExH surface. In addition to the high affinity that polyhistidine tags have for Ni-NTA (Kd = 10−13 M) [49], tagged Dec can bind particles as large as ~50 μm nickel agarose beads [14]. Therefore, Dec bound ExH is a highly efficient template that is ideally suited for chemical modification.

3.4. Dec binds to P22 polyheads

Since the nature of the coat protein hexon−hexon interactions clearly affects the affinity of Dec binding to icosahedrally symmetric capsids (i.e. to quasi-versus strict three-fold sites), we questioned whether Dec could bind to other structures that assemble from phage capsid proteins, such as polyheads. These are helical arrays (tubes) of capsid protein oligomers that generally form when an amino acid substitution occurs in the protein or a non-sense mutation knocks out another viral protein [50]. In the case of T4 phage, the native decoration protein, Soc, also binds to T4 polyheads [51]. Cryo-reconstructions of three different P22 polyhead structures, comprised of F170L and F170A variants of the coat protein, were recently reported [36]. Hexons in the F170A polyhead adopt a conformation similar to that seen in mature virions and ExH, but they are arranged in a helical rather than spherical manner and this yields different trimeric associations between neighboring hexons [36]. The F170A polyheads can grow up to 2 μm long [36], which provides a very large surface area for chemical modification. Since most phage decoration proteins, like Dec, only bind the capsid shell between neighboring hexons in the mature (i.e. not procapsid) state [44], we treated purified F170A polyheads with Dec to see if Dec could bind to helical as well as icosahedral assemblies. We examined the structures of the resulting polyhead-Dec particles by cryoEM and 3D reconstruction (Figs. 5 and 6), and the results of this analysis revealed a new mode of interaction between hexons and Dec that can be utilized as an alternative means of molecular display.

An exhaustive search identified six different classes of F170A polyhead, which are distinguished by diameter and helical symmetry (Table 2). Cryo-reconstructions of all these polyheads showed hexons that had essentially the same structure. Reconstructions of F170A polyheads incubated with Dec showed that Dec

![Fig. 5. Cryo-reconstructions of F170A polyhead in the presence and absence of Dec. Shaded-surface side (top pair) and axial (bottom pair) views of the cryo-reconstructions of the most abundant form of the F170A polyhead free of Dec (left column), and an overlay (right column) of the F170A polyhead map (gray) and the difference density (blue, polyhead with Dec minus polyhead free of Dec). One hexon is circled in each polyhead to provide a common frame of reference. The bottom row shows a planar slab from each density map and corresponds to the region demarcated by dotted lines in the side views at the top. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
trimers bind to groups of three neighboring hexons in at least five of the six types of polyhead (Figs. 5 and 6). The rarest and largest diameter polyhead (Table 2) was not identified in any of our cryoEM images of samples with Dec present. In all polyhead-Dec complexes, the density level of the features ascribed to Dec was approximately the same as that for the capsid protein. This suggests that Dec bound to all or nearly all of the available binding sites.

4. Discussion

The above results and those of many others clearly indicate that decoration proteins bind to capsid surfaces via specific, highly regulated mechanisms. First, these proteins bind to mature particles but not to precursor procapsids [44], likely because the coat protein subunits adopt a different conformation in the fully matured virion [17]. Maturation presumably involves conformational changes in the capsid protein that uncovers or produces the decoration protein binding sites on the capsid surface. Second, as shown here, Dec protein exhibits significant differences in its affinity for sites that have quite similar environments. This suggests that Dec binding to ExH is regulated by the quaternary arrangement of the capsid proteins, which exhibits quite subtle differences at the strict and quasi-three-fold sites in P22 ExH [17]. Polyheads however, do not have strict three-fold axes, but are formed instead by hexons arranged as trimers, but these trimeric relationships are not identical to those that occur at the true and quasi-three-fold sites in icosahedral structures. Regardless of these differences, interactions among three neighboring, coat protein subunits at the capsomer:capsomer interfaces are clearly necessary for Dec binding. The polyhead data shown here further extend our knowledge of the binding capacity of Dec to include helical arrangements of hexons.

The Dec-phage system represents a useful addition to the existing repertoire of molecular display platforms. Numerous other virion platforms have been reported, such as for bacteriophages M13 [52], Qβ [53], t3 [54,55], T7 [56], and T4 [51], and for the eukaryotic viruses, cowpea mosaic [57] and potato X [7,10,11]. However, all of these platforms have made use of pre-assembled structures isolated from infected cells. A major advantage of the P22 system is that the self-assembly of procapsids and polyheads is highly robust and can be controlled in vitro through thermodynamic regulation [27,58–60].

### Table 2

Helical parameters of F170A polyheads solved using an enhanced version of the Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction Method (IHRSR++) [36,37].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (Å)</th>
<th>Cn symmetry</th>
<th>Δφ (degrees)</th>
<th>ΔZ (Å)</th>
<th>Abundance b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>438</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>131.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–57.8</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–82.6</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cn, Δφ, and ΔZ are defined in Parent et al. 2010 [36].

a Maximum outer diameter of each polyhead.

Abundance is calculated by dividing the number of boxed segments corresponding to each helical form by the number of boxed segments from the most abundant form (the box size and shift were fixed for this calculation, although varying box sizes and shifts were used during the reconstruction based on differing ΔZ values).

b Previously reported in Parent et al. 2010 [36].
and P22 maturation can be mimicked in vitro through the production of ExH particles [16]. This enables phage-like particles to be assembled in vitro with subsequent, stepwise addition of a display protein onto which a large variety of different cargo can be loaded. In vitro-regulated molecular display also allows non-biological cargo such as metals or polymers to be added, for example, by click chemistry. The interior of P22 ExH has been modified previously [24,25], and this study, which describes external modification of P22 ExH, therefore increases the versatility of current P22 nanoparticle templates.

5. Conclusions

We have developed a stepwise protocol for adding Dec to P22 heat-expanded heads. The N- and C- termini of Dec were identified by means of nanogold labeling, cryoEM imaging, and three-dimensional reconstruction methods. These decorated, virus-like particles support the addition of cargo at either terminus of the Dec protein. We characterized Dec via circular dichroism and found that it is predominantly a β-sheet protein of moderate stability. Dec binds to the virus-like particles with nanomolar affinity, and Dec binding to P22 polyheads was characterized by cryoEM and three-dimensional reconstruction methods. This work highlights a protocol that removes the need to create fusion proteins for the purpose of nanoscale molecular design, and thus provides a robust platform for cargo-binding.
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